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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a heat flux measurement apparatus and heat flux measurement method that
measures a heat flux.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] As an example of a heat flux measurement apparatus, Patent Document 1 discloses a heat flux meter provided
on a cylinder wall of an engine. In the heat flux meter, a pair of temperature measuring points of a thermocouple are
provided on a heat conductive body that is threadably engaged in a threaded hole on the cylinder wall of the engine.
The pair of temperature measuring points of the thermocouple are arranged at different locations in a thickness direction
of the cylinder wall. The heat flux meter measures a heat flux flowing in the thickness direction of the cylinder wall based
on a difference between temperatures measured at the two temperature measuring points.

PRIOR ART DOCUMENT

PATENT DOCUMENT

[0003] Patent Document 1: Japanese Patent Application Publication No. 2003-130737
[0004] EP0123624 discloses a heat flux measurment apparatus.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED BY THE INVENTION

[0005] However, since a wire has heat capacity, a response lag occurs in a thermocouple in accordance with the
thickness of the wire. Accordingly, a conventional heat flux measurement apparatus may fail to acquire a sufficient time
resolution while measuring a heat flux.
[0006] The present invention has been made in view of the above-mentioned facts, and it is an object of the present
invention to improve time resolution in a heat flux measurement apparatus and heat flux measurement method that
measures a heat flux.

MEANS FOR SOLVING THE PROBLEMS

[0007] A first aspect of the present invention is a heat flux measurement apparatus, comprising: a first measurement
unit that measures a temperature difference between a first measurement location and a second measurement location
that is lower in temperature than the first measurement location, using a thermocouple; a second measurement unit that
measures a temperature difference between a third measurement location that can be assumed to be isothermal with
the first measurement location and a fourth measurement location that can be assumed to be isothermal with the second
measurement location, using a thermocouple different in time constant from the thermocouple of the first measurement
unit; and a heat flux calculation unit that, using measured temperature differences respectively acquired from thermal
electromotive forces of the thermocouples of the respective measurement units and time differential values of the actual
measured temperature differences of the respective measurement units, detects a time constant of the thermocouple
of at least one of the measurement units, calculates a compensated temperature difference by compensating a response
lag of the actual measured temperature difference using the detected time constant, and calculates a heat flux based
on the compensated temperature difference.
[0008] In accordance with a first aspect of the present invention, an actual measured temperature difference between
a first measurement location and a second measurement location is acquired based on a thermal electromotive force
of a thermocouple of a first measurement unit. An actual measured temperature difference between a third measurement
location and a fourth measurement location is acquired based on a thermal electromotive force of a thermocouple of a
second measurement unit. Based on time variations of the actual measured temperature differences, time differential
values thereof are respectively acquired. Here, a temperature difference (hereinafter, referred to as a "compensated
temperature difference") acquired by compensating a response lag of the actual measured temperature difference can
be expressed with a relational expression using the actual measured temperature difference, the time differential of the
actual measured temperature difference, and a time constant as variables (see Expressions 3 and 4, which will be
described later). Here, the thermocouples of the first and second measurement units are different from each other in
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time constant. Meanwhile, the first and third measurement locations can be assumed to be isothermal with each other
and the second and fourth measurement points can be assumed to be isothermal with each other. This means that the
compensated temperature differences of the first and second thermocouples can be assumed to be equal to each other.
Therefore, by using the above relationship, it is possible to calculate time constants of the respective thermocouples. If
the time constant of the thermocouple of at least one of the measurement units is known, the compensated temperature
difference is derived, and thus, a heat flux is derived from the compensated temperature difference. Accordingly, in
accordance with the first aspect of the present invention, since a temperature difference is measured between locations
that can be assumed to be isothermal with each other, using at least two thermocouples different in time constant from
each other, it is possible to detect the time constant, accordingly, it is possible to calculate a heat flux using the time
constant.
[0009] A second aspect of the present invention is a heat flux measurement apparatus as set forth in claim 1, wherein
the first measurement unit includes a first thermocouple having a hot junction provided in the first measurement location
and a cold junction provided in the second measurement location, the second measurement unit includes a second
thermocouple having a hot junction provided in the third measurement location and a cold junction provided in the fourth
measurement location, and the first thermocouple and the second thermocouple are different in time constant from each
other.
[0010] A third aspect of the present invention is a heat flux measurement apparatus as set forth in claim 1, wherein
the first measurement unit includes a first hot side thermocouple having a hot junction provided in the first measurement
location, a first cold side thermocouple having a hot junction provided in the second measurement location, the second
measurement unit includes a second hot side thermocouple having a hot junction provided in the third measurement
location, a second cold side thermocouple having a hot junction provided in the fourth measurement location, the first
hot side thermocouple and the second hot side thermocouple are different in time constant from each other, and the
first cold side thermocouple and the second cold side thermocouple are different in time constant from each other.
[0011] A fourth aspect of the present invention is a heat flux measurement method, comprising: a measuring step of
detecting a temperature difference between a first measurement location and a second measurement location that is
lower in temperature than the first measurement location, using a first thermocouple, at the same time, detecting a
temperature difference between a third measurement location that can be assumed to be isothermal with the first
measurement location and a fourth measurement location that can be assumed to be isothermal with the second meas-
urement location, using a second thermocouple different in time constant from the first thermocouple; a heat flux calcu-
lation step of, using actual measured temperature differences respectively acquired from thermal electromotive forces
of the respective thermocouples and time differential values of the actual measured temperature differences of the
respective measurement units, detecting a time constant of at least one of the thermocouples, calculating a compensated
temperature difference by compensating a response lag of the actual measured temperature difference by the detected
time constant; and calculating step of calculating a heat flux based on the compensated temperature difference.

EFFECT OF THE INVENTION

[0012] According to the present invention, since a temperature difference is measured between locations that can be
assumed to be isothermal with each other, using at least two thermocouples different in time constant from each other,
the time constant can be detected, and a heat flux can be calculated using the time constant. The heat flux value
calculated from the time constants is an instantaneous value free from response lag. Since response lag of the thermo-
couple of one measurement unit is compensated using the thermocouple of the other measurement unit, it is possible
to acquire the instantaneous value of the heat flux. As a result of this, it is possible to enhance the time resolution of the
heat flux measurement apparatus or heat flux measurement method.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013]

FIG. 1 is a schematic configuration diagram of a heat flux measurement apparatus;
FIG. 2 is an internal configuration diagram of a computer hardware for implementing a signal processing device; and
FIG. 3 is a flowchart illustrating a heat flux calculation step.

BEST MODE OF CARRYING OUT THE PRESENT INVENTION

[0014] In the following, a detailed description will be given of the present invention with reference to drawings. It should
be noted that the following embodiments are mere examples that are essentially preferable, and are not intended to
limit the scope of the present invention, applied field thereof, or application thereof.
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[0015] The present embodiment is constituted by a heat flux measurement apparatus 100 according to the present
invention. The heat flux measurement apparatus 100 of the present embodiment is shown in FIG. 1 as including a first
measurement unit 110, a second measurement unit 120, a recording device 130, and a signal processing device 140.
[0016] The first measurement unit 110 uses a first thermocouple 112 to measure a temperature difference between
a measurement location A (a first measurement location) and a measurement location B (a second measurement
location) that is lower in temperature than the measurement location A. The measurement locations A and B may be
on a surface of a measurement target or may be inside a measurement target.
[0017] The first measurement unit 110 includes the first thermocouple 112 and a first differential temperature meter
114. The first thermocouple 112 includes a first measuring hot junction 116 and a second measuring hot junction 118.
The first measuring hot junction 116 is disposed at the measurement location A, and the second measuring hot junction
118 is disposed at the measurement location B. The first differential temperature meter 114 calculates a temperature
difference (actual measured temperature difference) between the two measuring hot junctions A and B based on the
electromotive force of the first thermocouple 112, and sequentially outputs the calculation result.
[0018] The second measurement unit 120 uses a second thermocouple 122 different in time constant from the first
thermocouple 112, to measure a temperature difference between a measurement location C (a third measurement
location) and a measurement location D (a fourth measurement location). As the measurement location C, a location is
selected that is assumed to be isothermal with the measurement location A. As the measurement location D, a location
is selected that is assumed to be isothermal with the measurement location B. For example, the measurement location
C is a location in close vicinity of the measurement location A, and the measurement location D is a location in close
vicinity of the measurement location B. Both of the distance between the measurement locations A and C and the
distance between the measurement locations B and D are extremely short in comparison with a distance delta x of a
measurement target interval.
[0019] The second measurement unit 120 includes the second thermocouple 122 and a second differential temperature
meter 124. The second measurement unit 120 is different in thermal inertia from the first measurement unit 110. The
second thermocouple 122 is a thermocouple that is different in time constant from the first thermocouple 112. The second
thermocouple 122 is different in strand diameter from the first thermocouple 112. The second thermocouple 122 includes
a third measuring hot junction 126 and a fourth measuring hot junction 128. The third measuring hot junction 126 is
disposed at the measurement location C, and the fourth measuring hot junction 128 is disposed at the measurement
location D. The second differential temperature meter 124 calculates a temperature difference (actual measured tem-
perature difference) between the two measuring hot junctions C and D based on the electromotive force of the second
thermocouple 122, and sequentially outputs the calculation result.
[0020] The recording device 130 and the signal processing device 140 constitutes heat flux calculation units 130 and
140 that use actual measured temperature differences respectively acquired from thermal electromotive forces of the
thermocouples 112 and 122 of the measurement units 110 and 120 and time differential values of the actual measured
temperature differences of the respective measurement units 110 and 120 to detect time constant(s) of the thermocouples
112 and/or 122 of at least one of the measurement units 110 and 120, calculate a compensated temperature difference
by compensating a response lag of the actual measured temperature difference using the detected time constant, and
calculate a heat flux from the compensated temperature difference.
[0021] The recording device 130 is connected with the first measurement unit 110 and the second measurement unit
120. The recording device 130 records a response output (measurement result of the actual measured temperature
difference) from the first measurement unit 110 and a response output (measurement result of the actual measured
temperature difference) from the second measurement unit 120. The recording device 130 accumulates a response
output 132 (first response output) from the first differential temperature meter 114 and a response output 134 (second
response output) from the second differential temperature meter 124 as well.
[0022] The recording device 130 accumulates the output signal 132 of the first differential temperature meter 114 and
the output signal 134 of the second differential temperature meter 124 in a digital format. The first differential temperature
meter 114 and the second differential temperature meter 124 are equipped with A/D converters.
[0023] The recording device 130 retains in advance data 136 of the distance delta x between the measurement
locations A and B and data 138 of a thermal conductivity lambda between the measurement locations A and B. The
distance delta x may be measured and stored in the recording device 130 in advance, for example, at a time when the
measurement locations A and B are set. With regard to the thermal conductivity lambda, if the measurement target is
made of known material, a literature value or the like related to the material may be stored in the recording device 130.
Otherwise, the thermal conductivity lambda may be measured and stored in the recording device 130 in advance.
[0024] The signal processing apparatus 140 performs conversion processing of the measurement results recorded in
the recording device 130 into a heat flux. The signal processing apparatus 140 performs a heat flux calculation step,
which will be described later.
[0025] The recording device 130 and the signal processing apparatus 140 are substantially implemented by a system
having computer hardware and programs and data retained in the computer hardware. FIG. 2 shows an internal con-
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figuration of the computer hardware 300 constituting the system.
[0026] The computer hardware 300 is provided with a computer 310, a keyboard 350, a pointing device 352 such as
a mouse, and a monitor 354. The computer 310 includes a removable memory port 312 for a removable memory device
and a DVD (Digital Versatile Disc) drive 314. The keyboard 350 is configured so as to be capable of input operations of
character information and commands.
[0027] The computer 310 is provided with the memory port 312, the DVD drive 314, a CPU (Central Processing Unit)
316, a bus 318, a ROM (Read Only Memory) 320, a RAM (Random Access Memory) 322, a peripheral storage device
324, an interface board 326, a graphic board 328, and an NIC (Network Interface Card) 330. The bus 318 is connected
with the memory port 312, the DVD drive 314, the CPU 316, the ROM 320, the RAM 322, the peripheral storage device
324, the interface board 326, the graphic board 328, and the NIC 330. The ROM 320 stores a boot up program and the
like. The RAM 322 stores program instructions, system programs, working data, and the like. The peripheral storage
device 324 is constituted by a hard disc drive or a semiconductor storage device drive or the like, and stores and
accumulates programs, system programs, data, and the like. The interface board 326 serves to connect the computer
310 with the keyboard 350, the pointing device 352, and other peripheral devices. The interface board 326 of the recording
device 130 is connected with the first and second differential temperature meters 114 and 124. The graphic board 328
performs image processing and outputs images to the monitor 354. The NIC 330 provides a connection to a LAN (Local
Area Network) 360 for communicating with other computers.
[0028] In the recording device 130, a removable media to be inserted in the memory port 312 or the DVD drive 314
stores data (the first and second response outputs). The data stored in the removable media is transferred to the
peripheral storage device 324. The data may be stored in the peripheral storage device 324 via the interface board 326
from a peripheral device that is connected with the interface board 326.
[0029] A program (program for executing a heat flux calculation step, which will be described later) for operating the
recording device 130 and the signal processing device 140 is stored in a removable media to be inserted in the memory
port 312 or the DVD drive 314. The program stored in the removable media is transferred to the peripheral storage
device 324. The program may be transferred to the computer 310 via the LAN 360 and stored in the peripheral storage
device 324. The program is loaded into the RAM 322 at the time of execution. The program may be loaded into the RAM
322 from the removable media or directly via the LAN 360.
[0030] The program includes a plurality of instructions to cause the recording device 130 and the signal processing
device 140 to operate. Fundamental functions necessary for the recording device 130 and the signal processing device
140 to operate are partly provided by an OS (Operating System) or a third party program running on the computer 310.
Therefore, the program is not required to include all of the functions necessary for the recording device 130 and the
signal processing device 140 of the present embodiment to operate. Since intrinsic operations of the computer system
300 are well known, a description thereof is omitted here.
[0031] A heat flux measurement method for measuring a heat flux will be described below. In the heat flux measurement
method, a measurement step and a heat flux calculation step are carried out.
[0032] In the measurement step, a temperature difference is detected, by way of the first thermocouple 112, between
the measurement location A and the measurement location B that is lower in temperature than the measurement location
A. At the same time, a temperature difference is detected, by way of the second thermocouple 122 having a different
time constant from that of the first thermocouple 112, between the measurement location C, which is assumed to be
isothermal with the measurement location A, and the measurement location D, which is assumed to be isothermal with
the measurement location B. In the measurement step, the first and second measurement units 110 and 120 sequentially
output the actual measured temperature differences (the first and second response outputs), and the recording device
130 records the outputted actual measured temperature differences.
[0033] FIG. 3 shows a flowchart 400 of the heat flux calculation step. In the present embodiment, the signal processing
device 140 carries out the heat flux calculation step. The signal processing device 140 carries out the heat flux calculation
step in accordance with an installed program.
[0034] In the heat flux calculation step, time constant(s) of at least one of the thermocouples 112 and 122 are detected
from the actual measured temperature differences acquired from respective thermal electromotive forces of the ther-
mocouples 112 and 122 and time differential values of the respective actual measured temperature differences of the
thermocouples 112 and 122, a compensated temperature difference is calculated by compensating a response lag of
the actual measured temperature difference using the detected time constant, and a heat flux is calculated from the
compensated temperature difference.
[0035] More particularly, in the heat flux calculation step, Step 402 is firstly executed. In Step 402, parameters used
in processes of the program are read out. In Step 404, a data range width N (number of times of measurements) is set
for calculating the time constants of the first response output T1 and the second response output T2 (see FIG. 1) with
respect to the temperature differences. In Step 406, a time interval delta t at which the actual measured temperature
differences have been measured is calculated from a reciprocal of the sampling frequency at the time of A/D conversion.
In step S408, the time differential value G1 of the first response output T1 and the time differential value G2 of the second
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response output T2 are calculated. The time differential G1 of the first response output T1 is calculated by Expression
1, and the time differential G2 of the second response output T2 is calculated by Expression 2. 

[0036] Next, in Step 410, a difference delta T21 (delta T21=T2-T1) is calculated between the first and second response
outputs T1 and T2 at each time point when the actual measured temperature difference is measured. In Step 412, a
time constant tau1 of the response lag of the first measurement unit 110 and a time constant tau2 of the response lag
of the second measurement unit 120 are estimated by means of the least square method based on a relative relationship
of the time constants of the response lags. More particularly, for each time point of measurement, a compensated
temperature difference Tg1 of the first measurement unit 110 after the response lag is compensated is expressed by
Expression 3 using the time constant tau1, and a compensated temperature difference Tg2 of the second measurement
unit 120 after the response lag is compensated is expressed by Expression 4 using the time constant tau2. Ideally, Tg1
and Tg2 should coincide with each other after compensation. Therefore, in Step 412, time constants tau1 and tau2 are
acquired so as to minimize a mean square value e of a difference between Tg1 and Tg2, which is shown in Expression 5. 

[0037] Here, Expression 6 is assumed as shown above. In Expression 7, a variable with bar denotes a mean value
of the variable. Assuming tau1 and tau2 are constant, tau1 and tau2 at each time point of measurement are equal to
the respective mean values thereof. By expanding Expression 5 using Expressions 3 and 4, the mean value of tau1 is
expressed by Expression 7, and the mean value of tau2 is expressed by Expression 8. 
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[0038] Next, in Step 414, the compensated temperature difference Tg1 is calculated using Expression 3 from the
actual measured temperature difference T1, the time differential value G1 calculated in Step 408, and the time constant
tau1 calculated in Step 412. Finally, in Step 416, a heat flux q=lambda Tg1/delta x is calculated based on the thermal
conductivity lambda and the distance delta x, and the calculation result is outputted as an instantaneous value of the
heat flux. Thus, the calculation operation ends.

<Effect of Embodiment>

[0039] In the above-described embodiment, since the time constants can be detected by measuring a temperature
difference between locations that can be assumed to be equal in temperature difference to each other, using the ther-
mocouples 112 and 122 that are different in time constant from each other, respectively, a heat flux is calculated using
the time constants. The heat flux value calculated from the time constants is an instantaneous value free from response
lag. As a result of this, it is possible to enhance the time resolution of the heat flux measurement apparatus 100 or heat
flux measurement method.

<Other Embodiments>

[0040] The above-described embodiment can also be configured as follows.
[0041] In the above-described embodiment, the above-described first measurement unit 110 may include a first hot
side thermocouple having a hot junction provided in the measurement location A and a first cold side thermocouple
having a hot junction provided in the measurement location B. Also, the second measurement unit 120 may include a
second hot side thermocouple having a hot junction provided in the measurement location C and a second cold side
thermocouple having a hot junction provided in the measurement location D. In this case, the first and second hot side
thermocouples are different in time constant from each other, and the first and second cold side thermocouples are
different in time constant from each other. The first and second hot side thermocouples and the first and second cold
side thermocouples are disposed at locations where cold junctions of the first and second hot side thermocouples and
the first and second cold side thermocouples are assumed to be isothermal. An instantaneous value of the temperature
difference between the measurement location A and the location of the cold junction can be acquired by calculating a
time constant of one of the first and second hot side thermocouples using the expressions of the present embodiment.
Similarly, an instantaneous value of the temperature difference between the measurement location B and the location
of the cold junction can be acquired. From a difference between the two instantaneous values, a temperature difference
between the measurement locations A and B is acquired, and finally a heat flux is calculated.
[0042] In the above-described embodiment, the thermocouples 112 and 122 have generated electromotive forces by
the temperature differences between the measurement locations A and C and between the measurement locations C
and D. However, a temperature compensation junction may be provided, or temperature may be measured separately.
[0043] Also, in the above-described embodiment, the time constants tau1 and tau2 are calculated by acquiring values
that minimize the mean square values of the response outputs T1 and T2. However, based on an assumption that
variation wave forms of the temperature differences Tg1 and Tg2, which have been compensated with respect to re-
sponse, have similarity to each other, the time constants tau1 and tau2 may be calculated by acquiring values that
maximize a correlation coefficient between Tg1 and Tg2.
[0044] Furthermore, in the above-described embodiment, in a case in which a relative relationship of factors related
to response lag, such as a ratio between wire diameters or thermal transfer coefficients of the thermocouples 112 and
122, is known between the first and second measurement units 110 and 120, the time constants calculated based on
the relative relationship may be used to compensate the response.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0045] As described in the above, the present invention is useful to a heat flux measurement apparatus and heat flux
measurement method that measures a heat flux.

EXPLANATION OF REFERENCE NUMERALS

[0046]

100 Heat Flux Measurement Apparatus
110 First Measurement Unit
112 First Thermocouple
114 First Differential Temperature meter
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120 Second Measurement Unit
122 Second Thermocouple
124 Second Differential Temperature Meter
130 Recording Device (Heat Flux Calculation Unit)
124 Signal Processing Device (Heat Flux Calculation Unit)

Claims

1. A heat flux measurement apparatus, comprising:

a first measurement unit that measures a temperature difference between a first measurement location and a
second measurement location that is lower in temperature than the first measurement location, using a ther-
mocouple;
a second measurement unit that measures a temperature difference between a third measurement location
that can be assumed to be isothermal with the first measurement location and a fourth measurement location
that can be assumed to be isothermal with the second measurement location, using a thermocouple different
in time constant from the thermocouple of the first measurement unit; and
a heat flux calculation unit that, using measured temperature differences respectively acquired from thermal
electromotive forces of the thermocouples of the respective measurement units and time differential values of
the actual measured temperature differences of the respective measurement units, detects a time constant of
the thermocouple of at least one of the measurement units, calculates a compensated temperature difference
by compensating a response lag of the actual measured temperature difference using the detected time constant,
and calculates a heat flux based on the compensated temperature difference.

2. A heat flux measurement apparatus as set forth in claim 1, wherein
the first measurement unit includes a first thermocouple having a hot junction provided in the first measurement
location and a cold junction provided in the second measurement location,
the second measurement unit includes a second thermocouple having a hot junction provided in the third measure-
ment location and a cold junction provided in the fourth measurement location, and
the first thermocouple and the second thermocouple are different in time constant from each other.

3. A heat flux measurement apparatus as set forth in claim 1, wherein
the first measurement unit includes a first hot side thermocouple having a hot junction provided in the first meas-
urement location, a first cold side thermocouple having a hot junction provided in the second measurement location,
the second measurement unit includes a second hot side thermocouple having a hot junction provided in the third
measurement location, a second cold side thermocouple having a hot junction provided in the fourth measurement
location, the first hot side thermocouple and the second hot side thermocouple are different in time constant from
each other, and
the first cold side thermocouple and the second cold side thermocouple are different in time constant from each other.

4. A heat flux measurement method, comprising:

a measuring step of detecting a temperature difference between a first measurement location and a second
measurement location that is lower in temperature than the first measurement location, using a first thermo-
couple, at the same time, detecting a temperature difference between a third measurement location that can
be assumed to be isothermal with the first measurement location and a fourth measurement location that can
be assumed to be isothermal with the second measurement location, using a second thermocouple different in
time constant from the first thermocouple;
a heat flux calculation step of, using actual measured temperature differences respectively acquired from thermal
electromotive forces of the respective thermocouples and time differential values of the actual measured tem-
perature differences of the respective measurement units, detecting a time constant of at least one of the
thermocouples, calculating a compensated temperature difference by compensating a response lag of the actual
measured temperature difference by the detected time constant; and calculating step of calculating a heat flux
based on the compensated temperature difference.
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Patentansprüche

1. Wärmeflussmessvorrichtung, umfassend
eine erste Messeinheit, die einen Temperaturunterschied zwischen einem ersten Messstandort und einem zweiten
Messstandort, der eine niedrigere Temperatur hat, als der erste Messstandort, misst, mit Hilfe eines Thermoele-
ments;
eine zweite Messeinheit, die einen Temperaturunterschied misst zwischen einem dritten Messstandort, von dem
man annehmen kann, dass er isotherm mit dem ersten Messstandort ist, und einem vierten Messstandort, von dem
man annehmen kann, dass er isotherm mit dem zweiten Messstandort ist, mit Hilfe eines Thermoelements, das
sich in der Zeitkonstante vom Thermoelement der ersten Messeinheit unterscheidet; und
eine Wärmeflussberechnungseinheit, die, mit Hilfe der jeweils von thermischen elektromotorischen Kräften der
Thermoelemente der jeweiligen Messeinheit erhaltenen gemessenen Temperaturunterschiede und mit Hilfe von
Zeitdifferentialwerten der eigentlichen gemessenen Temperaturunterschiede der jeweiligen Messeinheiten, eine
Zeitkonstante des Thermoelements von mindestens einer Messeinheit bestimmt, einen kompensierten Tempera-
turunterschied berechnet durch Kompensieren einer Reaktionsverzögerung des eigentlichen gemessenen Tempe-
raturunterschieds, mit Hilfe der bestimmten Zeitkonstante, und einen Wärmefluss auf der Basis des kompensierten
Temperaturunterschieds berechnet.

2. Wärmeflussmessvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei
die erste Messeinheit ein erstes Thermoelement enthält mit einer Heißlötstelle, die am ersten Messstandort bereit-
gestellt ist, und einer Kaltlötstelle, die am zweiten Messstandort bereitgestellt ist,
die zweite Messeinheit ein zweites Thermoelement enthält mit einer Heißlötstelle, die am dritten Messstandort
bereitgestellt ist, und einer Kaltlötstelle, die am vierten Messstandort bereitgestellt ist, und
das erste Thermoelement und das zweite Thermoelement sich in der Zeitkonstante voneinander unterscheiden.

3. Wärmeflussmessvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei
die erste Messeinheit ein erstes Heißseiten-Thermoelement enthält mit einer Heißlötstelle, die am ersten Mess-
standort bereitgestellt ist, ein erstes Kaltseiten-Thermoelement mit einer Heißlötstelle, die am zweiten Messstandort
bereitgestellt ist, die zweite Messeinheit ein zweites Heißseiten-Thermoelement enthält mit einer Heißlötstelle, die
am dritten Messstandort bereitgestellt ist, ein zweites Kaltseiten-Thermoelement mit einer Heißlötstelle, die am
vierten Messstandort bereitgestellt ist, wobei das erste Heißseiten-Thermoelement und das zweite Heißseiten-
Thermoelement sich in der Zeitkonstante voneinander unterscheiden, und
das erste Kaltseiten-Thermoelement und das zweite Kaltseiten-Thermoelement sich in der Zeitkonstante vonein-
ander unterscheiden.

4. Wärmeflussmessverfahren, umfassend
einen Messschritt zum Bestimmen eines Temperaturunterschieds zwischen einem ersten Messstandort und einem
zweiten Messstandort, der eine niedrigere Temperatur hat, als der erste Messstandort, mit Hilfe eines ersten Ther-
moelements, gleichzeitig Bestimmen eines Temperaturunterschieds zwischen einem dritten Messstandort, von dem
man annehmen kann, dass er isotherm mit dem ersten Messstandort ist, und einem vierten Messstandort, von dem
man annehmen kann, dass er isotherm mit dem zweiten Messstandort ist, mit Hilfe eines zweiten Thermoelements,
das sich in der Zeitkonstante vom ersten Thermoelement unterscheidet;
einen Wärmemessberechnungsschritt zum, mit Hilfe von eigentlichen gemessenen Temperaturunterschieden, je-
weils erhalten von thermischen elektromotorischen Kräften der jeweiligen Thermoelemente und mit Hilfe von Zeit-
differentialwerten der eigentlichen gemessenen Temperaturunterschiede der jeweiligen Messeinheiten, Bestimmen
einer Zeitkonstante von mindestens einem der Thermoelemente, Berechnen eines kompensierten Temperaturun-
terschieds durch Kompensieren einer Reaktionsverzögerung des eigentlichen gemessenen Temperaturunter-
schieds, mit Hilfe der bestimmten Zeitkonstante; und einen Berechnungsschritt zum Berechnen eines Wärmeflusses
auf der Basis des kompensierten Temperaturunterschieds.

Revendications

1. Un appareil de mesure des flux de chaleur comprenant :

une première unité de mesure qui mesure une différence de température entre une première localisation de
mesure et une seconde localisation de mesure qui soit inférieure, en température, à la première localisation de
mesure en utilisant un thermocouple ;
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une seconde unité de mesure qui mesure une différence de température entre une troisième localisation de
mesure qui peut être estimée isotherme par rapport à la première localisation de mesure et une quatrième
localisation de mesure qui peut être estimée isotherme par rapport à la seconde localisation de mesure en
utilisant un thermocouple différent en constante de temps par rapport au thermocouple de la première unité de
mesure ; et
une unité de calcul de flux de chaleur qui, en utilisant les différences mesurées de température respectivement
acquises à partir de forces thermiques électromotrices des thermocouples des unités respectives de mesure
et des valeurs de différentiel de temps des différences de température réellement mesurées des unités res-
pectives de mesure, détecte une constante dans le temps du thermocouple d’au moins une unité de mesure,
calcule une différence de température compensée en compensant un temps de réponse par rapport à la diffé-
rence de température réellement mesurée en faisant appel à la constante de temps détectée et calcule un flux
de chaleur basé sur la différence de température compensée.

2. Un appareil de mesure des flux de chaleur tel qu’exposé dans la revendication 1, où
la première unité de mesure comprend un premier thermocouple disposant d’une jonction chaude fournie par la
première localisation de mesure et d’une jonction froide fournie par la seconde localisation de mesure,
la seconde unité de mesure comprend un second thermocouple disposant d’une jonction chaude fournie par la
troisième localisation de mesure et d’une jonction froide fournie par la quatrième localisation de mesure, et
le premier thermocouple et le second thermocouple étant différents l’un de l’autre en constante de temps.

3. Un appareil de mesure des flux de chaleur tel qu’exposé dans la revendication 1, où
la première unité de mesure comprend un premier thermocouple à bord chaud disposant d’une jonction chaude
fournie par la première localisation de mesure, un premier thermocouple à bord froid disposant d’une jonction chaude
fournie par la seconde localisation de mesure, la seconde unité de mesure comprenant un second thermocouple
à bord chaud disposant d’une jonction chaude fournie par la troisième localisation de mesure, un second thermo-
couple à bord froid disposant d’une jonction chaude fournie par la quatrième localisation de mesure, le premier
thermocouple à bord chaud et le second thermocouple à bord chaud étant différents l’un de l’autre en constante de
temps, et
le premier thermocouple à bord froid et le second thermocouple à bord froid étant différents l’un de l’autre en
constante de temps.

4. Une méthode de calcul de mesure de flux comprenant :

une étape de mesure dans la détection de la différence de température entre une première localisation de
mesure et une seconde localisation de mesure qui soit inférieure, en température, à la première localisation de
mesure en utilisant un premier thermocouple et qui, en même temps, détecte une différence de température
entre une troisième localisation de température qui peut être considérée comme isotherme par rapport à la
première localisation de mesure et une quatrième localisation de mesure qui peut être considérée comme
isotherme par rapport à la seconde localisation de mesure en utilisant un second thermocouple différent du
premier thermocouple en constante de temps;
une étape de calcul des flux de chaleur en utilisant les différences de températures relevées respectivement
des forces thermiques électromotrices des thermocouples respectifs et les valeurs différentielles dans le temps
des différences de température réellement mesurées des unités respectives de mesure, détectant une constante
de temps dans au moins l’un des thermocouples, calculant une différence de température compensée en
compensant le délai de réponse de la différence de température réellement mesurée avec la constante de
temps détectée ; et une étape de calcul calculant un flux de chaleur basé sur la différence compensée de
température.
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